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Bio
As sole writer of her debut album, "Looking Back At Me", Kazi Jay's musical storytelling

ability leaves us completely enamored. The illuminating sound in her voice met 

with the lyrical narrative imagery, gives waves of nostalgia blended in with a fresh

pop-cinematic atmosphere.

 

Kazi Jay gained worldwide recognition with her melodic sound. She was featured

on iconic producer Armin Van Buuren’s track of the year on iconic producer Armin Van Buuren’s track of the year "For All Time" and performed

their song live on stage at The Banc Of California in Los Angeles in 2022.

"Looking Back At Me" is Kazi Jay’s quest of self-discovery within her musicality  to tell 

the unabridged story of what made her the person and artist she had become. She 

invites the listener into a soundtrack of healing their wounds through the lens of her

own. She takes us on a journey that makes us feel safe in what "We Don't Know",as one of

her titles implies. With songs like "Healing At Home"it's clear she is not an artist who turns 

away from the uncomfortable reality of feeling misunderstood, but instead questionsaway from the uncomfortable reality of feeling misunderstood, but instead questions

if the confusion of how to survive our journey holds greater pain than death itself.

Equally honest, her singles "Rituals"and "Island Mama"explore the importance of self-love

and leaning into the letting go that is essential to the parts of us craving growth.

The singer-songwriter finds her greatest success in performing and connecting to 

fans who live with a desire to dive-deep into the uncharted universe of self-discovery.

Kazi Jay is an artist who is inherently connected to the bigger picture of what music

can bring us and how by following one's dream we alsocan bring us and how by following one's dream we also

encourage others to do so. 

Hometown:  Hanalei, Hawaii

Closest City Base:  Los Angeles, California

Currently located:  Kauai, Hawaii

Watch Album Trailer Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwcl_Phwsss


"I think this song will resonate. 
I think YOUR story will resonate"

-AGT Judge: Simon Cowell on "Brother's Keeper"

"Kazi has put together a collection of gems which not 
only showcase her amazing vocals and killer songwriting
chops, but also give the listener an intimate look into her
personal journey, giving each song a depth not often

seen in todays pop landscape."
-Grammy Award winning writer & producer, Dave Basset

"It was so real, and so heartfelt,
and so original. It was powerful."
-AGT Judge: Howie Mendal on "Brother's Keeper"
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Watch A Live Performance

https://www.instagram.com/p/CQjMA7VCssn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


Stream Kazi Jay
listen here
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Contact Team@kazijay.com to inquire about 

availability, rates,and artist rider information. 

WAVE AS U PASS RECORDS LLC. 

PO box 1618 Hanalei, HI. 96714
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